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Research Question 

What is the clinical effectiveness of NY-ESO T-cell immunotherapy in adults with recurrent 
or refractory ovarian cancer? 

Key Findings 

No relevant literature was identified regarding the clinical effectiveness of NY-ESO T-cell 

immunotherapy in adults with recurrent or refractory ovarian cancer. 

Methods 

A limited literature search was conducted on key resources including PubMed, the 

Cochrane Library, University of York Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) 

databases, Canadian and major international health technology agencies, as well as a 

focused Internet search.  No filters were applied to limit the retrieval by study type.  The 

search was limited to English language documents published between January 1, 2013 and 

November 12, 2018.  Internet links were provided, where available. 

Selection Criteria 

One reviewer screened citations and selected studies based on the inclusion criteria 

presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Selection Criteria 

Population Adults with recurrent/refractory/relapse ovarian cancer 

Intervention Autologous NY-ESO-1c259 T cells 
Treatment may be preceded by cytoreductive chemotherapy 

Comparator Any comparator; 
No comparator  

Outcomes Clinical effectiveness (e.g., progression-free survival, overall survival, tumour response rate, immune-
related response criteria, quality of life), and safety (adverse events [e.g., including cytokine release 
syndrome], discontinuation) 

Study Designs Health technology assessment, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, randomized controlled trials, non-
randomized studies 
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Results 

Rapid Response reports are organized so that the higher quality evidence is presented first.  

Therefore, health technology assessment reports, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses 

are presented first.  These are followed by randomized controlled trials, and non-

randomized studies. 

No relevant health technology assessments, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, 

randomized controlled trials, or non-randomized studies were identified regarding the 

clinical effectiveness of NY-ESO T-cell immunotherapy in adults with recurrent or refractory 

ovarian cancer. 

References of potential interest are provided in the appendix. 

Health Technology Assessments 

No literature identified. 

Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses 

No literature identified. 

Randomized Controlled Trials 

No literature identified. 

Non-Randomized Studies 

No literature identified. 
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Appendix — Further Information 

Previous CADTH Reports – Alternate Population (Synovial Sarcoma and 
Multiple Myeloma) 

 

1. Gene therapy: An overview of approved and pipeline technologies. (CADTH Issues in 

emerging health technologies no.171). Ottawa (ON): CADTH; 2018.  

https://www.cadth.ca/sites/default/files/pdf/eh0068_gene_therapy.pdf Accessed 2018 

Nov 14. 

See: page 14, first column, paragraph on NY-ESO-1. 

Review Articles 

2. Thomas R, Al-Khadairi G, Roelands J, Hendrickx W, Dermime S, Bedognetti D, et al. 

NY-ESO-1 based immunotherapy of cancer: Current perspectives. Front Immunol. 

2018;9(947). https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fimmu.2018.00947/full 

Accessed 2018 Nov 15. 

See: Table 2 for NY-ESO-1c259 therapy modalities currently in clinical trial. 

Alternate Population (Synovial Sarcoma) 

3. D'Angelo SP, Melchiori L, Merchant MS, et al.  Antitumor activity associated with 

prolonged persistence of adoptively transferred NY-ESO-1 (c259)T cells in synovial 

sarcoma.  Cancer Discov.  2018 Aug;8(8):944-957. 

 PubMed: PM29891538 
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